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　We propose a method for affect analysis of textual input in Japanese supported with Web mining. The
method is based on a pragmatic reasoning that emotional states of a speaker are conveyed by emotional
expressions used in emotive utterances. It means that if an emotive expression is used in a sentence in a
context described as emotive, the emotion conveyed in the text is revealed by the used emotive expres-
sion. The system ML－ Ask（Emotive Elements / Expressions Analysis System）is constructed on the ba-
sis of this idea. An evaluation of the system is performed in which two evaluation methods are compared.
To choose the most objective evaluation method we compare the most popular method in the field and a
method proposed by us. The proposed evaluation method was shown to be more objective and revealed the
strong and weak points of the system in detail. In the evaluation experiment ML－Ask reached human level
in recognizing the general emotiveness of an utterance（0.83 balanced F－ score）and 63% of human level
in recognizing the specific types of emotions. We support the system with a Web mining technique to
improve the performance of emotional state types extraction. In the Web mining technique emotive asso-
ciations are extracted from the Web using co－ occurrences of emotive expressions with morphemes of
causality. The Web mining technique improved the performance of the emotional states types extraction to
85% of human performance.
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１．Introduction
Scientists have been fascinated by emotions for cen-

turies. There are remarkable works trying to describe
emotions, such as the ones by Darwin （Darwin, 1872）,
or many others （Izard, 1977 ; Frijda, 1987 ; Ortony,
Clore and Collins, 1988）. However, for a long time
emotions were treated rather as an idol to worship,
worthy of the attention of thinkers but not material or
tangible enough to be accurately described in detail
or processed by machines. Recent years have brought
research on emotions into focus in Computer Science
and Artificial Intelligence, and its sub－fields like Natu-
ral Language Processing （Picard, 1997 ; Nakayama,
Eguchi and Kando, 2004）. The subjectivity of emo-
tions however, drives researchers into a corner of am-
biguity and often becomes an impediment to research
in this field. However, we believe automatic analysis
of emotions, narrowed down to specified bounds,

should give results comparable to those of humans.
Technological development has led to the creation

of a new dimension of communication, man－machine
communication （MMC）（Geiser, 1990）, where a ma-
chine is one part. A rush in development of talking
robots and conversational systems （e.g. Higuchi et
al., 2008） indicates that the functional implementation
in our lives of agents like intelligent car navigation
systems （Takahashi et al., 2003） or talking furniture

（Hase et al., 2007） has already become a current pro-
cess, and a need for humanized interfaces in MMC
grows rapidly.

One of the most important cognitive human behav-
iors present in everyday communication is express-
ing and understanding emotions. People make many
decisions under the influence of their own emotions
or the emotional states of others （Schwarz, 2000 ;
Young 2006）. Therefore one of the current issues in
fields like agent development or communication and
computer science is to produce methods for effectively
recognizing and analyzing users’emotional states.
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Recent introductions in our lives of technologies
such as 3G, ubiquitous networks or wireless LAN
made the Internet, a social phenomenon only a few
years ago （Morris and Ogan, 1996）, an indispensable

“everyday article”. There was a rapid increase of fields
using Internet resources as an object of research, like
information or opinion retrieval （Singhal, 2001）. The
Web is becoming a determinant of human commonsense

（Rzepka et al., 2006）. Within the last few years there
were several trials to retrieve information concerning
human emotions and attitudes （Abbasi and Chen,
2007） from the Internet. However, there have not been
many attempts to use Web mining for affect analysis.

Furthermore, although being a rather young disci-
pline of study, the research on mechanical process-
ing of emotions, including recognition and analysis
of affect, has been gathering popularity of research-
ers since being initiated only a little over ten years
ago （Picard, 1995）. A number of scientists have pro-
posed their ideas on how to recognize emotions auto-
matically, presenting higher or lower results. How-
ever, on what grounds the results have been achieved
has been a problem preferably left unsaid till now.
Even after over ten years of development of the field,
there have been no significant or reliable ideas on how
to objectively evaluate emotion recognition methods.
Unreliable measures might put the fairness of the re-
sults in question or doubt. However, it is understand-
able that many scientists keep using questionable
methods for evaluation since methods said to have a
potential to clearly verify the agreement of emotional
states with its realizations in language, like functional
Magnetic Resonance Imaging （fMRI）, are usually la-
borious time consuming and expensive. Aside form
difficulties in performing the fMRI experiments a dif-
ficult problem is also how much the performing of
such an experiment in itself would influence the
participants’emotional states. For example, a subject
might feel nervous because of being plugged into the
fMRI apparatus, which would obviously influence the
results of a questionnaire about the subject’s emo-
tional state. Therefore there was a need to work out a
method of evaluation not having a distinguishable in-
fluence on the results, and at the same time being easy
to perform and more objective than the methods nor-
mally used in the field today. Therefore, in this pa-
per, after presenting our method for affect recogni-

tion from textual input, we also propose a fair and thor-
ough method of evaluation for systems like ours, ana-
lyzing the emotive content of utterances.

The outline of the paper is as follows. First we de-
scribe our approach and introduce notions used com-
monly in this paper. Secondly, we propose definitions
and classification of emotions used in this research.
Next, a baseline system, constructed on the intro-
duced notions, is proposed, followed by a Web min-
ing technique to support it. After that, we describe
some of the main problems considering evaluation of
affect analysis systems and our proposal for an evalu-
ation method potentially capable of solving these prob-
lems. We evaluate our system using one of the most
popular evaluation methods in the field today and the
method proposed by us. The results are summarized
and finally concluding remarks are described and fu-
ture work discussed.

２．Affect Analysis
Affect analysis is a sub－field of information extrac-

tion. Its goal is to estimate human emotional states in
communication and humanizing machines by imple-
menting methods for recognition of users’emotional
states. Popular methods for analyzing affect include
analyzing emotions from facial expressions or voice

（Kang et al., 2000）. However, since emotions are
strongly context dependent, most of the semantic con-
tent of expressing emotions is ignored in such re-
search.

Therefore, we decided to analyze the affect of tex-
tual representations of utterances. Furthermore, our
method of affect analysis uses the advantages of
Internet resources widely available today.

2.1 Our Approach to Affect Analysis

There are different dimensions in which emotions
can be analyzed, such as psychological, visual, vocal,
linguistic, social, neurobiological, etc. Unfortunately,
although it would be desirable to combine these fields
for creating a multidimensional emotion analyzer, the
development of research in each of these fields is still
not sophisticated enough. Therefore, to create a firm
ground for similar research in the future, we decided
to limit our approach to emotions to the textual sur-
face form of speech analysis, since it is language that
makes human emotions so context－dependent and
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thus difficult to process only by their visual or pho-
netic manifestations.

Many attempts to analyze the emotive aspects of text
end in a failure. Read （Read, 2004） helplessly strived
against the lack of an appropriate emotive lexicon and
the unsystemized classification of emotion types, in
the end achieving an accuracy of 33%1. Alm et al. （Alm,
Roth, and Sproat, 2005） achieved an accuracy of 69%.
They too wrestled head on with the lack of emotive
databases, but also with an inappropriate evaluation
corpus consisting of children’s stories full of ambigu-
ities arising from mixing styles and means of expres-
sion （e.g. dialogues mixed with narrative style and,
descriptions）. Finally, Wu et al. （Wu, Chuang and Lin
2006） achieved 72% general average accuracy, but ran
into a problem with ambiguity of emotional rules.
Another problem is the evaluation of such systems.
In much research the means of evaluation are
unstandardized, performed with a small number of
evaluators （Matsumoto et al., 2007 ; Tokuhisa et al.,
2008） with crucial parts of the evaluation performed
by the researchers themselves （Wu, Chuang and Lin,
2006）.

Therefore we made the following assumptions to
specify what we mean by affect analysis. The research
will be conducted on the basis of textual utterances.
Compared to using the large and quickly rising num-
ber of textual corpora, it is time consuming and un-
economical to gather a relevant corpus for the analy-
sis of vocal and visual dimensions. Moreover, neglect-
ing semantic meaning in such research leads to am-
biguities in emotional state determination since some
realizations of non－verbal communication, like high
pitch or arousal can convey different emotional states.
Restricting ourselves to a textual corpus thus gives a
green light to concentrate on emotiveness realized in
the semantic surface of the text. The analysis will be
conducted on dialogue－like utterances. This limits
appearance of utterances realizing descriptive or po-
etic function of language2, such as literature and po-
etry. This approach relates to the future goal, which
is to implement the system into a conversational sys-
tem like Higuchi’s （Higuchi et al., 2008） to make the
utterance understanding and generation more natu-
ral. The language we will work with is Japanese. The

1 All results rounded off to the nearest whole percentage unit.
2 For full description of functions of language see Jakobson 1960.

analysis of affect is performed in three steps : 1. De-
termining the emotiveness of an utterance, or finding
whether an utterance is emotive or not ; 2. Finding
how strong the emotions conveyed in the utterance
are, or setting the emotive value ; 3. If the sentence is
emotive, determining what types of emotions are con-
veyed in the utterance.

３．Linguistic Approach to Emo-
tions

In an everyday conversation there are different lin-
guistic and paralinguistic means used to inform other
interlocutors of emotional states. The elements of
speech used to convey emotive meaning in sentences
make up the feature of language called emotiveness

（Stevenson, 1963 ; Kamei, Kouno and Chino, 1996）
and the function of language describing them is called
the emotive function of language （Jakobson, 1960 ;

･･････････Buhler, 1978）.
The emotive function of language is realized lexi-

cally in Japanese through such parts of speech as the
following : exclamations （Beijer, 2002 ; Ono, 2002）,
hypocoristics （endearments）（Potts and Kawahara,
2004）, vulgar language （Crystal, 1989） or mimetic
expressions （gitaigo）（Baba, 2001, 2003）. A key role
in expressing emotions is also played by the lexicon
of words describing states of emotions （Nakamura,
1993）. On the borderline between verbality and
nonverbality we can talk about elements of language
such as intonation, voice modulation or tone of voice.
In the written text these are usually represented sym-
bolically by exclamation marks, multiple usage of
question marks, and so on. Nonverbal elements real-
izing emotive language are body language, with all its
components, like gestures, facial expressions, eye
contact, or pose （Darwin, 1872 ; Hall, 1966 ; Argyle,
1967）. However, in conversation systems the commu-
nication channel is limited to transmission of signals
encoded in lines of letters, punctuation marks, sym-
bols, etc. Therefore, for analysis of emotiveness in con-
versation systems we need to agree to a compromise
of restrictions in the communication channel and fo-
cus the analysis on its linguistic manifestations, like
exclamation marks or ellipsis.
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４．Definition and Classification
of Emotions

In the field of affect analysis there is a tendency to
forge definitions and classifications of emotions for
the needs of a particular research project. This might
arouse doubts as to whether the classification was not
done to match the results. To avoid this problem and
to contribute to standardization of criteria, we decided
to use definitions and classifications of emotions based
on the most thorough research in this matter currently
available for the Japanese language （Nakamura, 1993）
rather than create our own.

4.1 Definition of Emotions

We use the general definition of emotions proposed
by Nakamura （1993）, who defines them as every tem-
porary state of mind or emotional state evoked by
experiencing different sensations. This definition is
complemented by Beijer’s （2002） definition of emo-
tive utterances, which he describes as “every utter-
ance in which the speaker in question is emotionally
involved, and in which this involvement is linguisti-
cally expressed by means of intonation or by the use
of performative expressions.”

4.2  Classification of Emotions

Nakamura （1993）, after a thorough study on emo-
tions in Japanese, proposed a classification of emo-
tions into 10 types － said to be the most appropriate
for the Japanese language. That is : 喜 （ki, yorokobi－

“joy, delight”）, 怒 （do, ikari－“anger”）, 哀 （ai, aware －
“sorrow, sadness”）, 怖 （fu, kowagari－“fear”）, 恥 （chi,

haji－“shame, shyness, bashfulness”）, 好 （kou, suki－
“liking, fondness”）, 厭 （en, iya－“dislike, detestation”）,
昂 （kou, takaburi－“excitement”）, 安 （an, yasuragi－

“relief”） and 驚 （kyou, odoroki－“surprise, amazement”）.

５．Emotive Elements / Emotive Expres-
sions Analysis System（ML－Ask）

Based on the linguistic approach towards emotions
described above as well the definition and classifica-
tion of emotions, we constructed a system working in
three steps :
1）Analyzing the general emotiveness of an utterance;
2）Calculating the emotive value representing the

strength of the conveyed emotions;

3）Recognizing the particular emotion types.
The analysis of emotiveness in the proposed sys-

tem is based on Ptaszynski’s idea of two part classifi-
cation of realizations of emotions in language

（Ptaszynski 2006）. The classification says that in lan-
guage there are:
1. Emotive elements  － indicating that emotions have

been conveyed, but not expressing specific emo-
tions ; or, more precisely, expressing different emo-
tions depending on the context of the sentence.  For
example : すげぇ sugee （great!）, ワクワク wakuwaku

（heart pounding）, －やがる －yagaru （fu**ing do sth
－vulgarization of a verb）, －ちゃん －chan （hypocoristic
name suffix）

2. Emotive expressions － not always used in emotive ut-
terances, but in emotive utterances describing
emotional states. For example : 愛情 aijou （love）,
悲しむ kanashimu （feel sad）, むかつく mukatsuku

（get angry）, むしずが走る mushizu ga hashiru （give
one the creeps）, 歓天喜地 kantenkichi （delight
larger than Heaven and Earth）, 嬉しい ureshii

（happy）, 怖い kowai （scary）;
However for some of the emotive elements the am-

biguity of emotional affiliation is restricted to only
some emotions and there are emotive elements that
are also used frequently as expressions of emotions
of a certain type. Based on this classification,
Ptaszynski et al. proposed a method for finding emo-
tive elements in text （Ptaszynski, Dybala, Shi, Rzepka
and Araki, 2007 ; Ptaszynski, Dybala, Rzepka and
Araki, 2008a）. In a textual input utterance provided
by a user the three features （emotiveness, emotive
value and emotional state） are determined by cross－
referencing top－down determined databases of emo-
tive elements and emotive expressions in speech.

We constructed these databases for Japanese, based
on various previous research. The databases of emo-
t ive  e lements  are  d iv ided  in to  in ter jec t ions

（Nakamura, 1993 ; Oshima－Takane, MacWhinney,
Shirai, Miyata and Naka, 1995－1998 ; Tsuchiya, 1999 ;
Itoh, Minematsu and Nakagawa, 1999 ; Ono, 2002）,
emotive mimetics （gitaigo）（Nakamura, 1993 ; Oshima－
Takane, MacWhinney, Shirai, Miyata and Naka, 1995－
1998 ; Baba, 2001, 2003）, endearments （Kamei, Kouno
and Chino, 1996 ; Potts and Kawahara, 2004）, and vul-

･･････････gar vocabulary （Sjobergh, 2006, 2008）, which all be-
long to the lexical layer of speech, and symbols rep-
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Table 1　Examples of sentences with similar semantic meaning, but different emotive meaning

resenting emotive elements from the non－lexical layer
of speech （Kamei, Kouno and Chino, 1996）, like ex-
clamation marks, syllable prolongation marks, etc. As
a part of the emotive symbols database, we also added
an algorithm recognizing emoticons, as these are sym-
bols already widespread and commonly used in ev-
eryday Internet communication tools. A few simple
examples of sentences without emotive value, and
those colored with emotions are given below （see
Table 1 for details）. The parts of each sentence that
constitute its emotiveness are boldfaced.

After analyzing every utterance this way, the sys-
tem returns a verdict on whether the utterance is
emotive and what emotive elements were found in the
utterance. In the next step, in the utterances deter-
mined as emotive, the system determines the emo-
tive value of the utterance. The emotive value repre-
sents the general strength of emotions conveyed in
the sentence. The value is given on a scale of 0 to 5.
We checked two methods for emotive value calcula-
tion － qualitative and quantitative. The former gives 0
for the lack of emotive elements in the utterance and
1 point for each appearance of every type of emotive
element （interjection, mimetic expression, endear-
ment, vulgarity or emotive symbol）. The latter counts
1 point for every emotive element found in the sen-
tence （but with a maximum value of 5）. We compared
these two methods and chose the latter as it gave re-
sults closer to human evaluators. In the last step, the
system determines the specific emotions conveyed in
the utterance. This process is done by cross－refer-
encing the extracted emotive elements with the data-
bases of emotive expressions created from Nakamura’s
collection （Nakamura, 2004）（see Figure 1 for details）.
This database lists what emotion type each emotive
expression belongs to. An example of anlaysis per-
formed by ML－Ask is shown in Table 2.

Table 2　An example of analysis performed by ML－ Ask

Fig.1　Flow chart of the ML－ Ask system
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６．Web Mining Technique
To improve the extraction of the specific emotion

types we apply Shi’s Web mining technique for extract-
ing emotive content from the Web  based on causality

（Shi, 2008）. However, since Shi’s technique was ef-
fective only when a particular phrase to check was
extracted manually, we enhanced it with an automatic
phrase extraction method based on dividing the sen-
tence into separate n－gram phrases.

6.1 Phrase Extraction From an Utterance

An utterance is first processed by MeCab, a tool for
part－of－speech analysis of Japanese （Kudo, 2001）.
Every element separated by MeCab is treated as a
unigram. All the unigrams are grouped into larger n－
gram groups preserving their word order in the utter-
ance. The groups are arranged from the longest n－
gram （the whole sentence） down to all groups of
trigrams. N－grams ending with particles are excluded,
since they gave too many ambiguous results in our
pre－test phase. An example result of this sentence
separating procedure is shown in Table 3.

6.2 Emotion Types Extraction Using the Web

In the web mining the extracted phrase is used as a
query to the Google search engine. Moreover, n－
grams ending with a verb or an adjective are gram-
matically adjusted for semantically deeper Web min-
ing. They are modified in line with Yamashita’s

research on causality morphemes conveying emotive
meaning （Yamashita, 1999） independently confirmed
experimentally by Shi （2008）, as in Table 4. This
morpheme modification provides additional query
phrases. All the phrases, the extracted ones as well
as the modified versions of the ones ending with a
verb or an adjective, are queried in Google. A maxi-
mum number of 500 snippets for each queried phrase
is extracted from the Web and cross－referenced with
the database of emotional expressions described in
section 5 （see Fig. 3）. The emotive expressions

Table 3　Example of n－ gram separation from an utterance

Table 4　Examples of n－ gram modifications for Web
mining

Fig. 2 Flow chart of the ML－Ask system with 3 proce-
dures for emotion types extraction
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extracted from the snippets are added up, and the re-
sults for every emotion type are listed in descending
order. This way a list of emotions commonsensically
associated with the queried sentence is obtained （an
example is shown in Table 5）.

In the experiment we evaluated the ML－Ask
system’s performance for the whole three step proce-
dure described in section 5 and compared the results
for emotion type extraction for three different extrac-
tion procedures : 1） ML－Ask basic procedure ; 2） ML－
Ask with Shi’s technique combined （procedure A）;

3） ML－Ask with Shi’s technique instead of the usual
emotion extraction method （procedure B）（see Fig.2）.
For each extraction procedure we also compared two
variants for both Web mining procedures : 1） extract-
ing and keeping all emotions and 2） taking into ac-
count only the emotions that achieved the three high-
est results, treating the rest as a noise （e.g. in table 5
the three upper types are taken into consideration）.

6.3 Applying a 2－dimensional Model of Affect

The idea of a 2－dimensional model of affect was first
proposed by Schlosberg （1952） and developed further
by Russell （1980）. Its main assumption is that all
emotions can be described in a space of two－dimen-
sions : the emotion’s valence polarity （positive
negative） and activation （activated / deactivated）. An
example of positive－activated emotion would be an

“excitement”; a positive－deactivated emotion is, for
example, a “relief”; negative－activated and negative－
deactivated emotions would be “anger” and “gloom”
respectively. This way four areas of emotions are dis-
tinguished : activated－positive, activated－negative, de-
activated－positive and deactivated－negative （see
Figure 4）.

The emotions gathered from the Web are then
mapped on two－dimensional model of affect and their
affiliation to one of the groups is determined. How-
ever for some emotion types the affiliation is not obvi-
ous （e.g. surprize can be both positive as well as
negative; dislike can be either activated or deactivated,
etc.） and therefore we mapped them on all of the
groups they could belong to. However no emotion type
was mapped on more than two adjacent fields. This
grouping is then used in the evaluation experiment

Table 5　Example of emotion types extraction from the Web

Fig.3　Flow chart of the Web mining technique
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for estimating whether the emotive associations gath-
ered from the Web belong to the same space, even if
not perfectly matching with the ones tagged by hu-
mans （authors of the utterances or the third party
evaluators, depending on the phase of evaluation－see
below for details）.

７．Evaluation－ an Inquiry
To verify the system’s performance there was a need

to carry out an evaluation experiment. Therefore we
investigated the methods usually used to evaluate af-
fect analysis systems. Unfortunately, instead of dis-
covering a satisfying method of evaluation, we made
an alarming discovery. The majority of the methods
we found were insufficient and unobjective.

7.1 Problems with Popular Evaluation Methods

Among many questions that appeared during our
research in the field, the most urgent problems with
the evaluation methods we noticed in the studies on
affect analysis/recognition were as follows.

7.1.1　Searching for Affect in Common Words

Emotions are the domain of human－human commu-
nication. Therefore research on recognizing them
should be focused on utterances and whole conversa-
tions rather than on isolated words. Although there
are words which display more emotive coloring than
others, the emotiveness of such words becomes vis-
ible only in comparison to words similar semantically,
but different pragmatically （see examples for Japanese
in Table 6）.

Fig.4 Grouping Nakamura’s classification of emotions
on Russell’s two－ dimensional space.

However, despite the self－evident nature of the
above, there are still scientists developing methods
for computing emotiveness of e.g. common nouns, like

“pencil” or “laundry” （Saito 2008）, which drives us
to nonsensical conclusions, like “laundry is joyful and
dreadful”, and “pencil is favorable and enthusiastic”.

7.1.2　Interfering in Evaluation

In creating a corpus for evaluation it is necessary
to keep the authors’ interference as small as possible.
However, it seems popular to interfere in the process
of emotional tagging of the corpus （Wu, Chuang and
Lin 2006）. This might suggest that the tags are set to
match the actual results of the system. That would
mean that, beginning from the tagging process, end-
ing on the evaluation, the whole work lacks objectiv-
ity.

7.1.3　Fallacy of Commonsensical Recognition

Recognition is from the definition a one－target－ori-
ented process. This means that the process of recog-
nition can be performed by at least one recognizer,
but only for one target at a time. Even in the case of
performing recognition of some features on multiple
targets, the process must still be perceived as a mul-
tiple number of one－target－oriented processes

（Rybak, Golovan and Gusakova 2003）. Despite this it
is not rare to find works with evaluations of recogni-
tion results based on the approximated judgment of a
third party of evaluators （Alm, Roth and Sproat 2006 ;
Tsuchiya, Yoshimura, Watabe and Kawaoka 2007）.
This way the very idea of recognition is neglected and
comes down to the statement that “if the majority says
A, it does not matter what the particular target of the
recognition process really thinks－for evaluation
puposes they will always think A.” When we engage
multiple recognizers in the process of evaluation,
there are always three kinds of information to be ob-
tained. The first type is, when we assume that the tar-
get of recognition is always right, the information on

Table 6 Words with similar semantic－, but different emo-
tive meaning （Kamei, Kouno and Chino 1996）
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the particular patterns provided by the target of the
recognition. The second type of information is the
accuracy of guessing the value of those particular pat-
terns by a recognizer/evaluator （or recognizers/
evaluators）. Finally, the third kind of information is
when we neglect the information given by the provid-
ers of patterns and check only the general agreement
between all the third party evaluators engaged in the
process. This standpoint can be called a common-
sensical and checks not the pattern or state to be rec-
ognized, but the general belief about what is recog-
nized.

To apply this reasoning to the process of recogniz-
ing somebody’s emotional states, it is crucial to un-
derstand that the two kinds of information in ques-
tion－how other people recognize somebody else’s
emotional states and what is the general thinking
about it－are two completely different kinds of infor-
mation. Unfortunately, as it was stated above, it is not
rare to find research on the so－called commonsense
standpoint based recognition.

Both of the information types in question are im-
portant for performing an objective evaluation of an
affect analysis system. However, basing the evalua-
tion of the process of recognition performed by a ma-
chine on general thinking contradicts the very idea of
recognition form the very beginning. Although it is
true that lenient evaluation methods not taking both
of the standpoints into consideration are far easier to
perform than creating a fair and reliable database for
the evaluation, for example a corpus tagged both by
the authors of the utterances and by third party evalu-
ators.

7.1.4　Oversimplified Reasonability

Often the evaluation is oversimplified into asking
the evaluators whether the system’s results were rea-
sonable （Tsuchiya, Yoshimura, Watabe and Kawaoka,
2007）, although Rzepka and Araki state clearly that
such ways of evaluation are inappropriate and insuffi-
cient since they depend highly on the evaluator’s
imagination and experiences （Rzepka, Araki 2007）.

7.1.5　Small Evaluation

Probably the most common problem, which often
goes along with the former ones, is the number of
evaluators employed in the evaluation process. If re-

searchers decide to check only how third parties
evaluate the results, it is best to ask as many evalua-
tors as possible to get a wide view on the results, count
an overall aggreement and rectify potential errors.
Unfortunately many scientists limit their evaluation
to e.g. five people （Tsuchiya, Yoshimura, Watabe and
Kawaoka, 2007）, where others even settle for less

（Endo, Saito, Yamamoto, 2006）. Evaluation limited to
such numbers surely provides less cumbersome re-
sults, but it is highly questionable whether it is suffi-
cient at all.

7.2 Evaluation of ML－Ask with Popular Evaluation

Method

We first used one of the common evaluation meth-
ods to evaluate ML－Ask. We assume that the choice
of evaluation method greatly influences the view of
the results provided by the system, and commonly
used simplistic methods could potentially provide
positive results regardless of the system’s perfor-
mance. To prove this theory we used Tsuchiya’s et al.
method which in their opinion decided that the sys-
tem they proposed was highly effective （accuracy
88%）（Tsuchiya, Yoshimura, Watabe and Kawaoka
2007）. The details of this small experiment are de-
scribed below.

7.2.1 Tsuchiya’s Evaluation Method－Short Descrip-

tion

In their evaluation, Tsuchiya et al. asked five people
to verify how commonsensical the results given by
their system were. The evaluators had three options :
A） commonsensical, B） “not uncommonsensical” and
C） “uncommonsensical”. The result was counted posi-
tive for the evaluation if either of the A） or B） options
were chosen. Furthermore, if at least two of the five
evaluators gave a positive verdict, the system’s result
was positive. In this rather lenient way Tsuchiya et al.
showed that their system achieved 88% accuracy.

7.2.2 ML－Ask in the Perspective of “not uncommon-

sensicalness”

We performed an evaluation of the results provided
by the ML－Ask baseline system using Tsuchiya’s
method. The system achieved an accuracy of 97%,
which would mean that it is almost perfect and simply
outperforms all of the present ones. Although it is
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obviously our goal to achieve that, we would rather
achieve such results in an objective evaluation that
would give the assurance that our evaluation method
was not chosen to increase the results figures.

８．Double Standpoint Evaluation
Method（DSEM）

Taking into account the problems stated above, we
worked out our own more unbiased method of evalu-
ation for affect analysis systems.

DSEM is a method where the evaluated system is
evaluated from two different standpoints : recognitive

（the first person evaluation） and commonsensical （the
third person evaluation）. As a method aiming to be
objective, it assumes that neither do people them-
selves understand their emotional states with 100%
reliability, nor do other people perceive the emotional
states of their interlocutors with a perfect accuracy.
We should rather look for a balance between these
two approaches. In our method, the system is first
evaluated on whether it can appropriately recognize
the emotional states of users. After that, another evalu-
ation is performed by an objective group of third party
evaluators to check how much the system’s proce-
dures agree with human commonsense about other
person’s emotions. For both sets of results, 1） the
higher the results of both first － and third－person
evaluation are, the better, and 2） the more balanced
the both results are, the better.

8.1 Corpus for DSEM

For the deep evaluation provided by DSEM there
is a need for an appropriate corpus with multi－faceted
emotional tagging. As a premise, we do not take iso-
lated words as an object of research. The minimal unit
of interest is one whole utterance. By an utterance we
mean any act where a set of communicative signs is
uttered by a sender to a receiver. It can be simple or
consist of a number of sentences.

We have gathered such a corpus. We still continue
both : gathering new utterances tagged by their au-
thors, and tagging the corpus gathered this way by a
number of third－party human evaluators. Ultimately
we plan to gather both short and long utterances and
add tags for whole conversation sets in specific con-
texts.

The evaluation in this paper is based on a corpus of

natural utterances gathered through an anonymous
survey. In the survey 30 people of different ages and
social groups participated. Each of them was to imag-
ine or remember a conversation （or conversations）
with any person （or persons） they know and write
three sentences from that conversation : one free, one
emotive, and one non － emotive. After that the authors
tagged the utterances written by themselves in the
same way as the system－first whether or not an utter-
ance is emotive. If so, the authors set the emotive
value （0－5） and described the specific emotion types
conveyed in the emotive utterances.

９．ML－Ask System Evaluation
Experiment

We put the proposed method of evaluation into prac-
tice to perform a thorough evaluation of the ML－Ask
system. We used ML－Ask to analyze our corpus of 90
sentences, and compared the results of the system
with the results provided by the authors of the utter-
ances. Although the ideal would be a perfect agree-
ment, it is highly difficult to achieve such a score, since
attitudes towards emotive features of speech differ
greatly between people. Therefore, we also added an
emotive tagging of the corpus by third party human
evaluators to determine a general human level in rec-
ognizing emotions from text in ordinary people. The
third party human evaluators （on average 10 people
per sentence） tagged the corpus emotively in the same
way as the system does and for each of them we
counted the accuracy in recognition by comparing the
results to the results provided by the authors of the
utterances. The level of results achieved by the third
party evaluators was considered to be the human level
of accuracy in recognizing emotions from text. This
provides us with the evaluation from the first person

（recognitive） perspective.
However, as it was pointed out before, it cannot be

taken as a certainty that the authors of the utterances
know perfectly the state of emotions they are convey-
ing and the desired result is the one which is high
and balanced for both first person and third person
perspective evaluation. Therefore, to broaden the
evaluation, the second （commonsense） perspective
is also applied, by having the same utterances tagged
by third party human evaluators. Our mehtod assumes
the higher relevance the more evaluators take part in
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the third party evaluation. In this paper 10 people on
average evaluated every utterance. Although we agree
that it is not enough, it is still two － to ten times big-
ger then the number of evaluators used in other re-
search. After gathering the results of the third party
evaluators we calculate an average agreement between
them, which we consider as a general commonsense.
After that we calculate the system’s agreement with
the commonsense to check the commonsense level
of the evaluated method. In our assumption, the more
similar the system was to the average impressions of
the people, the closer it was to the level of human com-
monsense.

9.1 Recognition Accuracy Evaluation

To calculate the system’s true performance in rec-
ognition we evaluated three levels of analysis per-
formed by the system : 1） the analysis of general
emotiveness ; 2） calculating the emotive value ; and
3） determining the specific emotion types. In this
phase of evaluation we use the taggings made by the
authors of the utterances as a base. Then we checked
the level of human accuracy in recognition by com-
paring base taggings to the taggings made by third
party evaluators. The system’s closeness to this level
is also the percentage of how high the system’s per-
formance is comparable to humans.

9.1.1　Emotive / non－emotive

To calculate the system’s true performance or total
accuracy in determining the general emotiveness, we
calculated the balanced F－score for finding emotive
and non－emotive utterances separately.

The former FE （equation 1） is calculated on the
basis of precision PE and recall RE. PE is calculated as
the number of the utterances correctly judged by the
system as emotive SCE divided by all utterances judged
to be emotive SDE （equation 2）. RE is calculated as the
number of utterances correctly judged by the system
as emotive SCE dvided by all emotive utterances SAE

（equation 3）.

（1）

（2）

（3）
　

Then FNE （equation 4） is calculated on the basis of
precision PNE and recall RNE. PNE is calculated as the
number of the utterances correctly judged by the sys-
tem as non－emotive SCNE didided by all utterances
judged to be non－emotive SDNE （equation 5）. RNE is
calculated as the number of the utterances correctly
judged by the system as non－emotive SCNE divided by
all utterances judged as non－emotive SANE （equation
6）.

　

（4）

（5）

（6）

The total accuracy of the system in determining
whether an utterance is emotive or not is the average
F－score FE/NE for recognizing both emotive FE

（equation 1） and non－emotive FNE （equation 4） ut-
terances and is calculated as in equation （7）.

（7）

The total accuracy of ML－Ask in determining the
general emotivenes evaluated on 90 items was FE/NE

＝0.83. The result is very promising, since the same
value for human evaluators had a wide range of re-
sults from 0.4 to 0.86. Since the result of ML－Ask was
placed close to the top of this ranking, we can say that
the system recognizes emotiveness on a very high
level, comparable to humans.

9.1.2　Emotive value

Determining the emotive value of an utterance is
highly dependent on many constantly changing situ-
ational features of a conversation as well as on the
personal experiences of the interlocutors. Therefore
it is close to impossible to achieve a perfect match for
all of the utterances with analysis of only the textual
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layer of an utterance. To account for this, we used a
more lenient condition of almost－perfect match （when
the emotive value differs between speaker and sys-
tem by ±1 emotive point for an utterance） in the pro-
cess of evaluating the system’s agreement with the
speaker.

The accuracy of determining the emotive value with
this condition for the available 30 items tagged as
described in section 8.2, an agreement coefficient3 of
0.5 was achieved. As for the third party human evalu-
ators, at the time of the experiment there were only
two small sets of utterances tagged this way. In one
with 19 utterances, 16 were tagged correctly. In the
second one, for 12 utterances 10 were tagged cor-
rectly. This shows a tendency of 0.84 of agreement
coefficient for recognition accuracy of emotive value
by humans. The system’s result is 60% of the human
level. It is thus desirable to find a more precise way of
setting the emotive value in the future than the quan-
titative one used at this stage.

9.1.3　Specific Emotion Types

By recognizing a specific type of emotion we mean
correctly recognizing any but at least one emotion
assigned by the author for the utterance, including
non-emotive. However, people often misassign their
specific types of emotions, but usually guess whether
the emotion type they have is positive or negative, and
whether it is activated （aroused）, or deactivated

（forceless）. Therefore additionally, the result was
considered as positive also when the extracted emo-
tions were belonging to the same quarter of Russell’s
2－dimmensional space, even if the extracted emotions
were not exactly the same as the ones annotated by
the authors of the utterance. The emotion type recog-
nition accuracy is calculated as FETR （equation 8） value
from the approximation of the accuracy to determine
about non－emotiveness FNE （see 9.1.1）, and the accu-
racy to determine about the specific emotion types FET.

（8）

FET is calculated based on the precision PET and the
recall RET values （equation 9）. PET is calculted as the

3 For a detailed description of the agreement coefficient see 9.2

number of utterances with correctly judged emotion
types SCET divided by all utterances with described
emotion types SDET （equation 10）. RET is calculated as
the number of utterances with correctly described
emotion types SCET divided by all utterances with par-
ticular emotion types set by the authors SAET （equation
11）. There were 30 items available for the evaluation.

（9）

（10）

（11）

Basic Procedure

The system’s result in estimating the specific types
of emotions was a balanced F－score of 0.45. As for
human evaluators, the average result was 0.72. There-
fore the system’s accuracy was approximately 63%

（0.45/0.72） of the human level. In future research it
is desirable to both improve the algorithm for deter-
mining the specific emotion types and to perform the
evaluation on a larger number of tagged utterances.
We also calculated times for all of the procedures to
check whether the system is capable to operate in real
time. The approximate time of processing one utter-
ance in the basic procedure was 0.143 s.

Procedure A

This method for emotion type extraction used a Web
mining technique as a support for ML－Ask in all cases
where the system could determine that an utterance
was emotive but the basic procedure was not able to
determine the emotion type. ML－Ask supported with
this method achieved a balanced F－score of 0.54 and
0.53 for the two variants “3 best results” and “all
emotions” respectively. This gives approximately 75%

（0.54/0.72） and 74% （0.53/0.72） of the human level
in determining the emotion types.

Procedure B

In this method for emotion type extraction, the Web
mining technique is always used instead of the
system’s lexical extraction （basic procedure）.
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ML－Ask with this method achieved a balanced F－
score of 0.61 and 0.53 respectively of for the two vari-
ants. Compared to the human level in determining the
types of emotions this amounts to 85% （0.61/0.72） and
74% （0.53/0.72） respectively. The approximate time
of processing one utterance in both procedures using
Web mining, regardless of the length of the utterance,
was from a minute to half an hour. The time lags were
caused by problems with the network and, in many
cases, by errors of the search engine API.

9.2 Commonsense evaluation

In the evaluation from the commonsensical stand-
point, the system’s agreement with the generally un-
derstood commonsense is evaluated. We perform the
evaluation by checking how many of the results pro-
vided by the system coincide with the results of the
third party human evaluators. In this stage we do not
take into consideration the authors’tags of the utter-
ances. Also, since in this process we check the agree-
ment of one machine－evaluator （ML－Ask） with all the
human evaluators, it is difficult to use terms like

“precision” to calculate the system’s true accuracy.
The F－score is thus inappropriate for this stage of
evaluation. Therefore we calculate a coefficient of
agreement in the results between the system and the
third party evaluators.

The agreement U between one evaluator EvaA and
another EvaB is the ratio of similarly tagged utterances

Table 7 Results of agreement in emotiveness determination between the evaluators and between the system and the
rest of the evaluators（the two of the most extreme results are highlighted in boldface ; for average values
the two highest and two lowest）

（tsim） to the total number of utterances （ti） tagged by
the human evaluators as showed in equation （12）. The
agreement coefficient is counted for every pair of the
human evaluators. Then, the average agreement of
one evaluator with the rest is calculated for each of
the evaluators. The average gives us the level of agree-
ment of one evaluator with all the rest － the equiva-
lent of commonsense. After that the system’s agree-
ment with each of the humans is calculated. If system’
s agreement coefficient fits into the scope of agree-
ment between humans － the system’s results are
judged as commonsensical.

（12）

9.2.1　Emotive / Non－emotive

The agreement of each human evaluator with all
other human evaluators （there were eight human
evaluators ; 2 females and 6 males） in determining
whether the utterance is emotive or not for 60 items
aviable for this stage of evaluation gave a very wide
range, from 0.62 to 0.95. However, the average agree-
ment between all human evaluators was from 0.70 to
0.82 （see Table 7）. The level of human commonsense
in determining the emotiveness in ML－Ask was the
system’s distance from to the average agreements
between human evaluators.

The system’s average agreement with all evaluators
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reached 0.58, which is above 83% of the human level
of commonsense. The result is lower than the result
from the recognitive standpoint evaluation, where the
system reached human level （0.83 of the balanced F－
score）. The difference in results shows how a differ-
ent standpoint can change the view on the results. The
result however is still very promising, since improv-
ing the recognition will likely also improve the
commonsense level. This also indicates that the di-
rection of development of the system is correct.

As an interesting fact we might add that for sen-
tences with a perfect match, where both authors and
all evaluators were unanimous about the emotiveness

（18 of 60 sentences）, the system’s result was 100%.

9.2.2　Emotive Value

With the condition of almost－perfect match （see
8.1.2）, the agreement of ML－Ask with the eight hu-
man evaluators （2 females and 6 males） was in the
range from 0.4 to 0.57 （average＝0.51）. The intervals
of the average agreements between human evaluators
was 0.61 to 0.75. With the average agreement being
0.51 the system achieved 84% of the human level of
commonsense in determining the emotive value. This
result confirms the result from the emotiveness evalu-
ation （83%）. Although it is desirable to improve the
way of determining the emotive value for the system
to bahave more similarly to human commonsense, we
consider this result as promising, since the emotional

Table 8 Results of agreement in emotive value determination between the evaluators one another and between the
system and the rest of the evaluators（the two of the most extreme results are highlighted in boldface ; for
average values the two highest and two lowest）

intensity setting is highly subjective and ambiguous
among people. It is also likely that improving the ac-
curacy in determining the general emotivenes of a
sentence will positively influence the accuracy of the
emotive value determination.

We also made some interesting observations. In
both commonsense evaluations－of emotiveness and
of emotive value－similar tendencies in levels of agree-
ment with other evaluators can be seen clearly

（compare Tables 7 and 8）. This indicates that the
evaluation method is reasonable and effective.

9.2.3　Specific Emotion Types

For evaluation of specific emotion judgements by
the system compared to the general commonsense we
performed another survey. We asked twelve different
evaluators （2 females, 10 males） about emotions con-
veyed in emotive utterances （with a possibility of
specifying more than one emotion）. In many cases the
results differed significantly and there were sentences
in which evaluators were not able to identify any emo-
tions. With this in mind the following allowances were
made. If ML－Ask extracted from a sentence at least
one of the emotion types classified by evaluators （see
examples in table 10） or the system’s classification
coincided with the majority （the condition applicable
mostly when tha majority of the evaluators judged no
emotion types）, the result was positive.
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Table 9 Two examples of improvements over the basic procedure with the Web mining technique in recognizing
emotion types

Basic procedure

In the commonsense evaluation the basic method
for emotion extraction reached 45% of the human
commonsense level. Three examples of successful
outputs are shown in Table 10.

The result is not perfect, and in the future we want
to improve the accuracy in determining the particular
emotion types. However, the result is still encourag-
ing, since its imperfection arises from, for instance,
lack of appropriate and up－to－date entries in databases
created from Nakamura’s collection （Nakamura 1993）.
However, we have already started to retrieve new en-
tries from the Internet by using keywords from his
collection to update the database, which will most
probably lead to improvements. Also improving the

Table 10 Three examples of successful recognition of emotion types in the commonsense evaluation of the basic
procedure

accuracy in both determining general emotiveness
and emotive value will likely to rise the commonsense
level.

Procedure A

The commonsense level of this method was evalu-
ated to 67% and 60% respectively.

Procedure B

The commonsense level of this method was evalu-
ated to 60% and 50% respectively.

Two examples of successful outputs for each
method are shown in Table 9. All the results are sum-
marized on Figure 5.
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10．Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we presented a method for affect analy-

sis of utterances, supported with a Web mining tech-
nique.

The recognizing emotiveness from textual input
experiment confirmed that emotiveness is not incom-
putable on the lexical level. Moreover, a computer
system designed in a specified way can determine
emotiveness of a sentence with human level accuracy,
within specific limits described in this paper. Although
there were still problems not yet solvable for a ma-
chine, the general results were very encouraging and
thus we will continue the works on this project.

In this paper we also presented DSEM－an objec-
tive method suitable for evaluating systems analyzing
and recognizing emotions. The method is based on
two standpoints of evaluation－recognitive and
commonsensical. We put the method into practice to
evaluate the ML－Ask system. The evaluation gave very
promising results, but also helped us to realize what
should be a question of concern in the future research
on the project.

To verify whether the evaluation method proposed
by us actually gives wider and more objective view on
the results, we compared DSEM to the most popular
method in the field today. In comparison DSEM

clearly revealed drawbacks of the latter. In the most
popular method of evaluation used in the comparison,
the results of the system are shown to only a few hu-
man evaluators, who determine whether the results
are commonsensical or not. With this method ML－
Ask achieved almost perfect accuracy. On the other
hand, DSEM, although requiring more effort to per-
form, shows the results more accurately, without dis-
tortions and bending, and provides clear information
on what parts of the system should be improved. It
would be good if this method was accepted widely in
the field.

ML－Ask achieved a high accuracy result of 0.83 bal-
anced F－score in recognizing the general emotiveness
of an utterance. This level was confirmed in the
commonsensical evaluation, with achieving a close
result, above 83% of the general commonsense level.

The emotive value of an utterance was recognized
by the system with an agreement coefficient of 0.5,
which is 60% comparing to human level of recogni-
tion. Although the method was objectively confirmed
as close to commonsensical （84%）, we should improve
the method of determining the emotive value to be
closer to the speakers’intention.

The system recognizes specific types of emotions
conveyed in utterances on a fair but improvable level
of 0.45 balanced F－score. This level was also con-

Fig.5 Summarized results for 3 different procedures of emotion types eztraction with 2 variants of procedures using
Web mining technique
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firmed the commonsense evaluation （45%）.
In every case the Web mining improved the accu-

racy of the system in extracting the specific types of
emotions, although there were some differences in
commonsense levels found for the two extraction pro-
cedures we evaluated in this paper. There is a need
for further experiments on a larger evaluation mate-
rial to determine which is the most accurate extrac-
tion procedure. Experiments on different variants of
the method showed that it is more effective to keep
only the emotions that achieved the three best results
and discard the rest as a noise, rather than keeping
all of the extracted emotions. Furthermore, since the
system’s procedures are used sequentially, improving
accuracy in earlier stages is very likely to improve the
emotion type extraction. The tools for morphological
analysis used in the system are also not perfect, which
might decrease the system’s real accuracy. However
improving the extraction of n－gram phrases from the
sentences to analyze should eliminate these difficul-
ties. In the near future we also plan to apply Russell's

（1980） two－dimensional model of emotions to reduce
the ambiguities in the database of emotive elements,
which should also enhance the emotion type extrac-
tion.

The baseline system can be used in real－time appli-
cations, since the approximate time for processing one
utterance is 0.143s. The processing times in the pro-
cedures using Web mining are rather long （several
minutes or more）, which might be caused by poten-
tial problems with network connections or imperfec-
tions in search engine indexing. However, this can be
mitigated by using a different search engine, or ap-
plying a Web page indexing method created especially
for the needs of this research, for example using
HyperEstraier, which we plan to do in the near future.
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